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Abstract

This article starts with the importance of electric power marketing systems, introduces the technical characteristics of data

mining and its application status in electric power marketing systems, thereby providing decision-making basis for the economic

operation of power grids. And propose using C5.0 decision tree algorithm to deeply analyze the marketing data of the electric

power marketing management system. The original C5.0 decision tree algorithm is improved by introducing information

entropy, which improves its classification speed and accuracy. Experimental results on UCI machine learning dataset and power

marketing dataset show that the proposed improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm has good classification performance and can

meet the classification and prediction requirements in power marketing work.
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1. Introduction15
The main problem faced by the current application of information technology in the power marketing system is how to16

extract valuable information from the massive marketing data, and then provide decision-makers with as accurate and detailed17
quantitative indicators and decision-making data as possible, to improve the management level and guide the economic operation18
of the power grid.19

Using reasonable data mining technology can solve the data analysis problem of power enterprises, provide valuable decision20
support information for managers, and improve the reliability of power grid operation[1]. Document [2] uses C4.5 decision tree21
algorithm and proposes a marketing effect evaluation method based on big data mining on power side. Document [3] uses BP22
neural network to quickly mine the marketing data of electric power enterprises. However, the decision tree algorithm used in the23
above methods is still ID3 algorithm and C4.5 method developed on its basis. As the latest version of C5.0 decision tree algorithm,24
its comprehensive performance has been significantly improved.25

This paper starts with the importance of power marketing system, introduces the technical characteristics of data mining and26
its application status in power marketing system, so as to provide decision-making basis for the economic operation of power grid.27
It also proposes to use C5.0 decision tree algorithm to deeply analyze the marketing data of the power marketing management28
system. The original C5.0 decision tree algorithm is improved by introducing information entropy to improve its classification29
speed and accuracy. The experimental results on UCI machine learning dataset and power marketing dataset show that the30
improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm has good classification performance and can meet the classification and prediction31
requirements in power marketing.32

2. Power marketing system33
The power marketing system provides service modules and analysis modules on top of each business module, with key34

businesses such as industry expansion and installation, power metering, power consumption management, business billing and35
line loss management as its core. The service module includes telephone service, Internet service and customer center service,36
focusing on providing various fast and high-quality services for power users; The analysis module includes comprehensive37
business query, statistics based on historical data, benefit analysis and decision support, focusing on providing timely and accurate38
decision basis for enterprise leaders[4]. Therefore, all the original data that provide decision-making for the normal operation of the39
power system can be summed up in the category of marketing data, such as production system planning and design, load40
forecasting and user feature extraction, economic dispatching, power system fault diagnosis, dynamic security assessment, mining41
and corresponding processing of abnormal data, etc.42

2.1 Data source of marketing system43
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The massive data of the marketing system is composed of the operation data of the management information system,44
geographic information system, SCADA system and the real-time information system (load management system, electric energy45
billing system, distribution transformer detection system, metering verification) of the power grid operation. With the rapid46
development of information technology in power enterprises,various systems have generated and accumulated a large amount of47
historical data.48

2.2 Data characteristics of marketing system49
(1) Lots of data. In the power marketing system, the data is mainly divided into on-site data collected by various devices in50

real time and a large amount of data generated by various systems of the dispatching center in the process of operation, with many51
sources of data. In addition, the power system is a large-scale singular nonlinear dynamic large-scale system, which often involves52
thousands of state variables when describing its characteristics. The traditional processing method is to reduce the dimension or53
simplify the system, which to some extent affects the accuracy of the final result [5].54

(2) Data types are mixed. The marketing system is a standard hybrid system. The dispatching decisions given by the upper55
layer, such as the dispatching center, are mainly logical operation instructions, while the lower layer control, such as the excitation56
and speed regulation control of the generator, is mainly continuous.57

(3) Poor data quality. In the marketing system, the collected data often contains noise, missing, incorrect and other situations.58
(4) High requirements for data. When the system is in an emergency or even collapsed state, it is necessary to make a59

real-time online fast decision to return the system to normal state.60
3. Data mining technology61
Data mining, also known as knowledge discovery in databases, is the product of the combination of database development62

and artificial intelligence technology, and is a new discipline. It integrates technologies such as statistics, pattern recognition,63
artificial intelligence, machine learning, database and high-performance parallel computing, and promotes people's application of64
data from low-level simple queries to mining knowledge from data, providing decision support for managers. It has a very broad65
application prospect, and is one of the most advanced research directions in the field of database and information decision-making66
in the world.67

3.1 Basic concepts of data mining68
Data mining is the process of extracting potentially useful information and knowledge hidden in a large number of69

incomplete, noisy, fuzzy and random data that people do not know in advance[6]. Data mining technology can be used to classify,70
extract, optimize and integrate the massive data generated by the power marketing system.After storing the data appropriately,71
relevant indicators can be calculated in real-time to extract the relevant marketing information. The results will play a data support72
role in the decision-making of the marketing system, and better guide the management and decision-making levels of enterprises73
to make rapid and scientific marketing decisions in the changing environment.74

3.2 Main technologies of data mining[7]75
(1) Association rules. Association rule is one of the most active research methods in data mining. It was first proposed by76

AGREWAL and others for shopping basket analysis. The classic Apriori algorithm was used to mine valuable knowledge77
describing the relationship between data items from a large amount of data. With the increasing scale of data collected and stored78
in the database, people are more and more interested in mining related knowledge from these data. Association rules are widely79
used in the field of data mining, and are suitable for discovering meaningful relationships between data in large data, and then80
effectively evaluating these association rules to screen out meaningful association rules that users are really interested in.81

(2) Classification. Classification is a very important task in data mining. Its purpose is to learn a classification function or82
classification model (classifier), which can map data items in the database to a certain category in a given category. Classification83
can be used for prediction. The purpose of prediction is to use historical data records to automatically derive the generalization84
description of given data, so as to predict future data.85



(3) Time series mining and sequence mining. Time series mining is an important research branch in data mining, and it has86
wide application value. It refers to extracting information and knowledge related to time attributes from a large number of time87
series data that people do not know in advance, but potentially useful, and used for short-term, medium-term or long-term88
prediction to guide people's social, economic, military and life behaviors. Sequence mining, also known as sequence pattern89
mining, refers to the discovery of high frequency subsequences in relative time or other sequences. As a general method and90
technology, sequence mining was first proposed by AGRAWAL et al., and has become a new research branch of data mining and91
has been widely discussed.92

(4) Clustering. Clustering is to divide data objects into multiple classes or clusters. The principle of division is that the93
objects in the same cluster have high similarity, while the objects in different clusters differ greatly. Unlike classification, the class94
to be divided in clustering operation is unknown in advance, and the formation of the class is completely data-driven, belonging to95
an unsupervised learning method.96

(5) Web mining. Web mining can be simply defined as the application of data mining methods to help people extract97
knowledge from WWW and provide decision support for visitors, site operators and Internet-based business activities, including98
e-commerce, for various Web data, including Web page content, structure between pages, user access information, e-commerce99
information, etc.100

(6) Spatial mining. Spatial mining is a data mining technology that has been developed in recent years and has broad101
application prospects. In essence, it is the application of data mining in spatial database or spatial data. In short, spatial mining is102
to extract implicit knowledge, spatial relationships or other patterns that are stored in the spatial database in a non-visible way103
from the spatial database for understanding spatial data and discovering the relationships between data (spatial or non-spatial).104

4. Application of data mining technology in power marketing system105
4.1 Application of association rules in power marketing system106
Association rule is one of the main technologies in the research of power marketing data mining at present. It helps107

decision-makers analyze the characteristics and laws of historical data and current data to predict the future. Reference [8]108
introduces association rules into the marketing analysis of the power market, uses FP-Growth algorithm to analyze the association109
rules of the discretized power marketing data, describes the association characteristics between various external factors that affect110
the power sales and the power sales level, and provides auxiliary decision-making information for the power marketing. Reference111
[9] proposes that association rules can guide power marketing strategy, project and portfolio management, and then carry out112
demand forecast, sales and revenue forecast, claim analysis, etc. In the direction of combining association rules with other113
methods, many scholars have done in-depth research one after another. Reference [10] proposes a fuzzy evaluation method of114
power marketing target market based on cloud model and correlation analysis method, which provides a simple and feasible115
method for determining power marketing target market.116

4.2 Application of classification in power marketing system117
In the medium and long term prediction, in addition to the traditional sequence prediction methods, fuzzy theory [11], expert118

system[12] and other methods have been applied. The mode classification method proposed in Reference [13] can improve the119
accuracy of power load forecasting. Reference [14] proposes a short-term load forecasting algorithm that combines decision tree120
technology with extrapolation method, and applies it to the preparation of daily dispatching plan in Fujian Province, with high121
forecasting accuracy. Reference [15] reduces the scale of SCADA database and effectively improves the calculation speed when122
estimating the bad data state of SCADA system by using the method of sub-database formed by classification tree.123

4.3 Application of time series mining and sequence mining in power marketing system124
Time series mining is considered to be the most classical, systematic and widely used short-term load forecasting method. In125

short-term load forecasting, neural network is the most widely used and studied. In practical applications, time series mining and126
neural network are often combined to analyze power marketing data. Reference [16] has made a good summary of this. Wavelet127



neural network has faster convergence speed than BP neural network, and the application of its improved membership clustering128
method can improve the prediction accuracy of load large wave days[17].129

4.4 Application of clustering in power marketing system130
Clustering is mainly applied to power user classification and credit evaluation, bad data correction, load forecasting and131

classification, transformer fault diagnosis, etc. According to the different attributes of power supply enterprises' customers in132
various aspects, the reference [18] uses the cluster analysis method to cluster customers into different groups. The decision133
analysts can analyze the differences between different groups according to the clustering results, and adopt different marketing134
strategies through the study of the characteristics of the groups, so as to improve the economic benefits of enterprises. In reference135
[19], according to the characteristics of power customer credit classification, a power customer credit evaluation algorithm based136
on fuzzy clustering analysis is proposed, and the clustering centers of different customer groups and the customer membership137
matrix are obtained, which provides a quantitative basis for the characteristic analysis of customer groups.138

4.5 Application of space mining in power marketing system139
For the power marketing system, in most cases, decision makers need to quickly analyze, diagnose and make correct140

response in time. Especially under the power market conditions, the correctness of important decisions is inestimable for the141
development of power enterprises. By integrating the information of power grid operation data, load location distribution data,142
real-time change data and other multi-objective levels, and using special space technology to comprehensively process them,143
advanced functions such as equipment tracking, fault location, simulated outage, loss evaluation and optimal scheduling can be144
realized[20].145

5. Power marketing data mining based on C5.0 decision tree algorithm146
5.1 C5.0 Decision Tree Algorithm Principle147
As a follow-up algorithm developed from ID3 decision tree algorithm, Ross Quinlan proposed that C4.5 algorithm can treat148

attributes as continuous[21], and proposed two new attributes: separating information and information gain rate, which can be used149
to generate multi-branch decision trees. The core of C5.0 algorithm and C4.5 algorithm is the same, but many improvements have150
been made in memory management and other aspects, which are more suitable for commercial applications.151

5.1.1 Determination of split attribute152
This paper assumes that S represents a training sample set with a number of s samples, including m different categories xi153

(i=1, 2,..., m). D represents an attribute of training sample set S and the value range is [1, k]. Vi represents the total number of154
samples belonging to different types of xi.155

According to the difference of attribute D, the training sample set S can be divided into k small subsets. Si is the ith subset of156
the above subset, i=1,2,..., k, [Si] represents the number of samples in the subset. First of all, the calculation formula[22] of157
information gain Gain (S, D) is shown in formula (1).158

 1 2( , ) , , , ( , )kGain S D I s s s E S D  (1)159

Where, E (S, D) represents the weighted sum of entropy of k subsets divided according to attribute D, and I (s1, s2,..., sk)160
represents the entropy of training sample set S. The calculation formula of I (s1, s2,..., sk) is shown in formula (2).161
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Where, p (xi) represents the probability of occurrence of category xi, and satisfies the constraint conditions as shown in163
formula (3)164
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Secondly, the calculation formula of split information item Split_Info (S, D) [23-25] is as follows166
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It can be seen from equation (4) that the split information item Split_Info (S, D) is actually the entropy of training sample set168
S about attribute D. The smaller the value, the more uneven the result of sample distribution on attribute D. Therefore, the169
calculation formula of the gain ratio of information GainRatio (S, D) is170

( , ) GainRatio( , )
( , )

Gain S DS D
SplitInfo S D


(5)171

5.1.2 Determination of split attribute172
In the process of splitting attribute selection, C5.0 decision tree algorithm will select the attribute with the highest gain ratio173

and define it as splitting attribute[26]. After determining the split attribute, C5.0 decision tree algorithm will perform the steps of174
determining the best split point, forming the k branches of the decision tree. When the optimal splitting attribute is a continuous175
variable, the partition value will be set using the splitting strategy, so that the samples larger than the partition value can be176
subdivided[27]. A complete decision tree is generated after the determination of the split attribute and the determination of the best177
split point.178

5.2 Improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm179
Through the principle analysis of C5.0 decision tree algorithm in the previous section, it can be seen that the decision tree180

algorithm needs to calculate the information gain ratio GainRatio (S, D) on all nodes according to each attribute in order to181
support the determination of subsequent split attributes. However, the calculation of information gain ratio GainRatio (S, D) in182
equation (4) requires logarithmic operation, so the calculation time is long and the accuracy is not ideal[28]. Therefore, this paper183
improves the original attribute selection method by introducing information entropy. Assuming that the number of positive case184
attributes is p, and the number of negative case attributes is n, the calculation method of information quantity is as follows (6),185
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Information entropy can be deduced as formula (7)187
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Substitute Equation (8) into Equation (7) to get Equation (9)192
Split_Info193
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Because (n+p) ln2 is constant, you can use formula (10) to select node attributes during the repeated cycle,195
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Because both pi/(ni+pi) and ni/(ni+pi) are less than 1197
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Therefore, the final Split_Info '(S, D) can be calculated using Equation (13),200
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It can be seen from equation (13) that the calculation process only includes simple addition, subtraction, multiplication and202
division operations, which greatly reduces the calculation time.203

5.3 Application of improved C5.0 decision tree in power marketing204
5.3.1 Data model design205
When applying the improved C5.0 decision tree to the power plant management information system, it is necessary to build206

the mapping relationship between the database tables of each department with the sales volume as the center. The data model built207
in this paper is shown in Figure 1.208

209
Figure 1 Relationship model of electricity sales210

5.3.2 Data mining process211
The data mining process of improving C5.0 decision tree in power marketing is shown in Figure 2.212



213
Figure 2 The mining process of Improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm214

5.4 Experimental results and analysis215
5.4.1 Experimental environment216
In order to analyze and verify the video classification method proposed in this paper, concrete experiments are carried out.217

Experimental hardware environment: the processor is IntelCorei72.2GHz, the graphics and image processing equipment is218
GTX970 @ 2G video memory, and the memory is 8G. Experimental software environment: Windows7 operating system,219
MATLAB 7.0 simulation software.220

5.4.2 Performance verification of improved algorithm221
In order to verify the performance of the proposed improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm, a classification test is carried out222

with UCI machine learning data set[29]. A total of 2400 samples from 20 groups of small data sets were tested. The training223
samples are 1000 randomly selected samples, and the rest are test samples. Each group of experiments was repeated 10 times and224
the average value was taken as the final result. The classification accuracy and time comparison of the standard C5.0 decision tree225
algorithm and the improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. As can be seen from226
Figure 3, with the increasing number of test samples, the classification accuracy of the two algorithms is almost the same. As can227
be seen from Figure 4, with the increasing number of test samples, the classification time of both algorithms has increased, but the228
improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm requires significantly less time and has higher classification efficiency.229

230
Figure 3 Comparison of classification accuracy of two algorithms231



232
Figure 4 Comparison of classification time of two algorithms233

5.4.3 Application results of power marketing234
Taking the 2019 marketing data of an electric power enterprise as the test data set, the improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm235

is analyzed as a practical case. The electricity marketing test data set includes 100 electricity sample data of users in different236
regions, ages and positions. Select 50 samples randomly as training samples, as shown in Table 1[30].237

Table 1 Training Sample Set238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

Using the Improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm, select the attribute value with the maximum information gain as the leaf253
node, cycle the above decision tree execution steps, finally generate the customer classification decision tree and its classification254
rules, and then verify the classification decision tree model in the test samples of the power marketing data set. In addition, for255
comparative analysis, BP neural network and ID3.0 decision tree are used to establish classification models respectively. The256
results of various classification models are compared as shown in Table 2.257

Table 2 Comparison of Results of Various Classification Models258
259
260
261
262
263
264

age member Arrear record area Power consumption time

21 no no Northern urban area More than 20 years
19 no yes Northern urban area More than 20 years
40 yes no Northern urban area More than 20 years
58 yes no Gaokai District More than 20 years
37 yes yes Southern urban area Less than 20 years
21 no no Gaokai District More than 20 years
15 yes no Southern urban area Less than 20 years
45 yes no Gaokai District Less than 20 years
46 yes yes Gaokai District Less than 20 years
43 yes yes Gaokai District More than 20 years
45 yes no Northern urban area Less than 20 years
60 no yes Gaokai District More than 20 years

Model
Classification
accuracy/%

Classification time/s

ID3.0 decision tree 78.9 2.32
BP neural network 84.1 2.71

C5.0 Decision Tree Algorithm 87.6 2.14
Improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm 86.5 1.86



It can be seen from Table 2 that compared with BP neural network and ID3.0 decision tree, C5.0 decision tree and improved265
C5.0 decision tree algorithm have significantly improved the classification accuracy, C5.0 decision tree is the best (87.6%), and266
improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm takes the second place (86.5%). In terms of classification efficiency, the improved C5.0267
decision tree algorithm is outstanding, only 1.86s. In general, the improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm has the best268
comprehensive classification performance in the application of timely and accurate customer classification, which can effectively269
meet the needs of actual power marketing work.270

6. Conclusion271
The overall application of data mining in the power marketing system is still at a relatively low level. A single mining272

algorithm is difficult to meet the needs of actual decision-making. Therefore, the mining algorithm should be continuously273
improved under the influence of various factors. Although there are shortcomings, data mining has a high predictability of274
potential problems and laws, and has the ability of efficient calculation, monitoring and management. Therefore, it is suitable for275
solving large-scale nonlinear problems in power marketing systems, and will show its strong vitality and become an important276
tool for the development of power marketing. This paper proposes a data mining technology for power marketing based on277
improved C5.0 decision tree algorithm. The original attribute selection method is improved by introducing information entropy,278
which improves the speed of information gain ratio calculation. In addition, the data in the power plant management information279
system is mined according to the designed relationship model of electricity sales. The effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed280
improved algorithm are verified by the data set and the actual case application results. However, the number (dimension) of user281
attributes in the power marketing training and test sample set is small, and more attributes will be considered later to further verify282
the performance of C5.0 decision tree algorithm.283
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